3 IT Budget
Breakthroughs
with PDF Software
Hidden PDF software costs can eat away at your bottom
line if you’re not using the right product.

PDF software can benefit
your budget.
Here are 3 ways how.
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STOP WORKAROUNDS &
EXTRA SOFTWARE SUPPORT
.
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IT professionals want to innovate
—not chase software problems.

O
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IT teams waste a lot of time
running around supporting
workarounds.

NO

Your PDF software should actually
lower your IT support costs.

Managing more PDF products and
licenses than necessary increases IT
support overhead.
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With single license PDF software, IT
staff can do what they do best
instead of spending hours managing
PDF software.

Too many IT hours are wasted
supporting PDF software that should
be able to operate smoothly without

intervention.

Give IT staff time to innovate
Make IT and user teams more productive and less frustrated

2

STREAMLINE & SIMPLIFY
ASSET MANAGEMENT

.
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Many organizations use PDF software
that requires upgrades and patches
for multiple products, without having
enough licenses for all users bringing
management and potential audit

Stop struggling to streamline
asset management because
both approved and
unauthorized—are simply too
much to manage.
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Instead of making it
smoother, your PDF software
adds chaos to asset
management.

NO
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Using single-license PDF software
means more users get the features
they need without workarounds.
And, it helps streamline processes to
increase productivity, lock down asset
security and make managing assets
easier.

Streamline & simplify asset management
Reduce IT support

3

REDUCE OVERHEAD
& RETAIN STAFF
NO

To keep IT resources, it’s crucial to
remove unnecessary products to
reduce overhead. Keeping dollars
means retaining or even adding IT
resources.

3

A single-license PDF product
means more users for the
same—or fewer—
dollars.

O

N

.
PDF software should simplify
processes, which can have a huge
budget impact.
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Some providers have eliminated
software audits that are often part of
the contract renewal process.
This helps to stop unexpected budget
erosion that could lead to the loss of
resources—including human resources.

Deploy PDF software to more users for the same price
Eliminate licensing audits and non-compliance fines

Are you letting PDF software kill your
budget when it could be saving you
budget dollars?
These days, you have more than one best-in-class choice when it
comes to PDF software. Nuance® Power PDF™ Advanced is
designed with savings, security and simplicity in mind. Reach out
to our team at Imaging@nuance.com to request a call to see how
Nuance® Power PDF™ Advanced compares to Adobe
Acrobat®—including a personalized cost-comparison.
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